Welcome to the

ccNSO Technical Workshop

ICANN São Paulo
December 7, 2006
Agenda

09:00  Welcome and Introduction - Eberhard Lisse
09:15  Registry Systems Showcase
       .br - Frederico Neves
       .pr - Dr. Gustavo Oscar Moreno
       .na - Eberhard Lisse
       .de - Sabine Dolderer
       .mx - Gustavo Lozano
10:45  Break
11:00  DNSSEC – Part 1
       Welcome - Steve Crocker
       Hijacking demonstration - Russ Mundy
       Overview & News - Steve Crocker
       CADR - Bill Manning
       Sparta's Tools - Russ Mundy
Agenda - continued

12:30 Lunch – sponsored by CIRA
13:30 DNSSEC – Part 2
  Registry Test Beds and Early Operations
  .br - Frederico Neves
  .pr - Dr. Gustavo Oscar Moreno
  .mx - Gustavo Lozano
  .se - Staffan Hagnell
  Questions, next steps, resources - Steve Crocker
14:30 Proposals
  Open Source Registry-Registrar Software - Ondrej Filip, .cz
  Co-operative DNS secondary for ccTLDs - Norm Ritchie, .ca
15:00 Break
Agenda - continued

15:15 Registry Presentations
   Whois Abuse and Analysis - Jay Daley, .uk
   Domain/Zone Checking - Stephane Bortzmeyer, .fr
   The Future of Registries - Jay Daley, .uk

16:45 Closing Remarks
   Evaluation of Workshop by Participants – Eberhard Lisse

19:00 A Brazilian BBQ Social – sponsored by CIRA